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Comments I strongly object to this application on the following grounds. Size. This will be a major blight on the
landscape in a relatively flat coastal area & will be seen for the SDNP. For those neaby it will dominate
& overshadow everything around it. Pollution. This will impact a far greater area than the applicant
would care to admit. Several local settlements would be impacted in a considerable radius. From the
actual waste, considerable fallout including potentially hazardous & toxic heavy metals and health
damaging particles. From the increased traffic of diesel HGVs that will be carrying the waste from ever
greater areas on our narrow & already congested roads and idling at junctions and rail crossings
because of congestion & traffic controls. Light and noise pollution from the plant. The damage to the
immediate housing which will cause huge suffering & devaluing of property. Also the proposals to build
the required quota of housing within a very short distance means the two schemes are on a collision
course as it would make the new housing non viable in what would become a blighted area. The
construction itself would cause great distress, pollution and noise for a long time. The potential for an
incidentto be major & difficult to contain. Much smaller waste sites have suffered fires which have
proved almost impossible to extinguish & the resulting burn outs for many days causes serious
pollution & health hazards. That a plant of this size could be involved in such an incident could be the
source of a major disaster type case. The alleged intention is for more sustainable and manageble
growth. Therefore no plant of this size should be contemplated. There should be mrore smaller plants
thourhgout the country so that the movement of waste, fallout & potential for things to go wrong is
minimised. This proposal is directly at odds with all local plans for the future of the area, statements of
intent regarding the care of the landscape , a National Park, semi rural environment, small roads and
overall quality of life and preservation of the environment and I urge you to unanimously reject this
abomination of an application
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